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Install the required tools
Ceedling requires both Ruby and GCC to run — so we’ll need to install those first.

Installing the tools for Linux should be relatively easy. The simplest way to install everything in
Linux is with a package manager like apt-get (you’ll need to use the package manager for your
distro).

Install Ruby
Install Ruby with

> sudo apt-get install ruby

Install GCC
GCC is probably already installed by default. If necessary you can also install it via your package
manager.

Install Ceedling
You can install Ceedling though the Ruby package manager gem. The gem command should be
available once Ruby is installed and available in your path. Just run:

> gem install ceedling

That’s it.

You can check your installed version of Ceedling with:

> gem list ceedling
ceedling (0.28.1)

And confirm that Ceedling is installed by running it:

> ceedling
Welcome to Ceedling!
Commands:
  ceedling example PROJ_NAME [DEST]  # new specified example project (in DEST...
  ceedling examples                  # list available example projects
  ceedling help [COMMAND]            # Describe available commands or one spe...
  ceedling new PROJECT_NAME          # create a new ceedling project
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Ceedling Installation Error: “certificate verify failed”

I’ve recently had an issue trying to use the gem command to install Ceedling. It’s a problem
with the RubyGems server (where Ceedling and other gems are hosted). If you get an error
like this:

ERROR:  Could not find a valid gem 'ceedling' (>= 0), here is why:
    Unable to download data from https://rubygems.org/ - SSL_connect returned=1
errno=0 state=SSLv3 read server certificate B: certificate verify failed
(https://api.rubygems.org/specs.4.8.gz)

The quick fix is to install a new certificate into Ruby. Download this certificate file:

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/rubygems/rubygems/master/lib/rubygems/ssl_certs/
index.rubygems.org/GlobalSignRootCA.pem

and place it into C:\Ruby23\lib\ruby\2.3.0\rubygems\ssl_certs. Note that your path may be
different if you installed to another folder or installed a different version.
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